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introduction

• So, this is a keynote presentation

• What do you expect from a keynote?

• Well, keynotes have to:

– Inform
– EEEEnnnntttteeeerrrrttttaaaaiiiinnnn

– Make you think

• Easy!

– I can do that in one slide

• Here’s a picture of Debbie HarRy (aka 
blondie) with some muPpets



enjoy



A question

• So, what I’m going to talk about today 

comes a question I am often asked by 

journalists:

• “how do you see virtual worlds 10 

years from now?”

– At least it’s better than “I guess you’re 

surprised at how far virtual worlds 

have come?”

• Yes, I am – i thought we’d be much further 

ahead than this by now…



differences

• The thing is, how I see virtual worlds 10 

years from now varies

• It depends a lot on which conference

I’m at when the journalist corners me

• with designers and developers, I’m 

excited and upbeat about the future

• with educators and businesS people, I’m 

frustrated and depreSsed about it

• With accountants and lawyers, I 

wonder if we even have a future



2018

• One of these three views is almost 

certainly correct, but which one?

• So, suppose it’s 2018

– The year, not the time

• Here’s my level 170 WoW

paladin, as proof 

• let’s look back at    

how things went from 

these three possible views



View one

•View from 

2018      

#1



Lee van cleef

• This is a still of actor leE van cleEf

in the classic western, high nOon

• it was van cleef’s first movie role
– Prior to taking it, he was an acCountant



High noon

• High noon was about one brave law 
enforcement officer (gary cooper) taking 
on a gang of ruthleSs outlaws
with no help from the very people he 
was trying to protect

• This is almost what we saw in the 10 
years leading up to 2018, except…

• Except it was a gang of ruthless law 
enforcement officers taking on the 
very people they were trying to protect
with no help from the brave outlaws



Main issues

• The main legal issues that brought down 

mmos were:

– Applying the laws wrongly

– Unfair contract laws

– Intellectual property laws

– Gambling/gaming laws

– Anti-Money-laundering laws

– Taxation laws

– Mad patent laws

• Let’s look at these one at a time



wrong laws

• 10 years ago, people thought games and 

non-games should be treated 

diFferently by the law

– They still are for boxing, football and other 

sports, but they’re not for virtual worlds

• It only took one well-meaning judge to 

think what applied to Second Life applied to 

World of warcraft and wham!

• “it’s just a game” was no longer a 

defence



Contract laws

• The rot started when part of linden 

labs’ eula was struck down in 2007

– This showed that eulas weren’t bullet-proof

• Groups of players complained that other

parts of the eula were unfair tOo

– particularly those parts that seemed to 

sign away their “rights”

• The critical point was when players won 

ownership over “their” virtual goods

– This brought property laws into play



Ip laws

• If people own things, you don’t get to 

destroy or alter those things

– In design terms, you didn’t get to nerf them

– Plus, you didn’t get to deny people access to 

their property by baNning them

• Also, you can’t stop people seLling stuff

– So real-money trading became suPported

by the law

• And as for publishing works of art

without the owner’s permission…



Gaming laws

• With rmt endemic, virtual objects could 

clearly be seen to have real-world value

• That meant killing mobs for drops

was effectively a game of chance with 

a cash reward

• This brought the gambling laws into 

play

• Middle america was up in arms!

– People could gamble online? Didn’t they ban

that in 2006?! 



Money laundering

• Here’s how it worked

– Step one: steal money

– Step two: hand money to front

– Step three: front buys game gold from 
farmers

– Step four: front transfers game gold to your 

alts

– Step four: sell alts’ game gold for now 
freshly-laundered money

• The finance authorities demanded an audit 
trail that ran to petabytes every day



Taxation laws

• You kill a monster, you get 2gp

• But no! that’s not 2gp, that’s 8 cents

– 8 cents you have to pay income tax on

• You sell your sword of kill-in-one-hit 

For 800gp?

• But no! that’s not 800gp, that’s $32

– $32 you have to pay sales tax on

• That’s why tax returns run to 200 

pages these days



Mad patents

• you can patent obvious stuff for a 

piTtance yet it costs the blood of 12 

freshly-slain virgins to get the 

patent revoked

• this stifles innovation somewhat

• Fear not, though! The government knows

that the patent laws are in need of an 

overhaul

• They’re working on it…



summary

• When I go to law conferences, this is the 

future that appears before me

• In part, it’s because lawyers are like 

prograMmers

– Programmers see bugs in code

– Lawyers see bugs in laws

• AcCountants see bugs in everything

• Thus, they’re bound to highlight the 

problems – it’s their job

• It scares the wiLlies out of me, though
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doomed

• This is a publicity shot from the classic 

movie,                                 

the                             
misfits:



tragedy

• The misfits was the last movie made by 

clark gable and marilyn monroe

• Of the five top-billed actors:

– Gable had a heart attack 3 days after 

filming stopped, and died 11 days later

– 18 months after that, monroe died of a 

drugs overdose

– Montgomery clift died 4 years after filming

– Thelma ritter died 8 years after filming

• Only eli walLach survived



The misfits

• The plot of the misfits concerns four 

cowboys struggling to maintain their 

once-romantic lifestyle in 1960s nevada

• The cowboys’ time had come and gone, 

but they didn’t acCept the inevitable

– They were trapPed in the past

• This is what happened to mMos in the 

period 2008 to 2018

– The world moved on leaving the gamers 

behind, their idealistic dreams irRelevant



pioneers

• gamers were the PIONEERS who tamed new 

lands

• However, business folk and educators were 

the setTlers who followed

• They were drawn to virtual worlds 

because of what was special about them

• they then proceeded to remove this and 

go with their own ideas of FUN©

• What we have in 2018 is a pale 

shadowshadow of what once was



Games & non-games

• Back in 2008, there was a distinction

– Game worlds: imaginary places of awe, 

excitement and the frEedom to be

– Non-game worlds: adjuncts to reality

• So, wait, am I saying that MMOs didn’t

used to be part of the real world?!

• Yes indeed: They used to be separate

– It’s what made them special

• Repeated incursions by reality were finally 

tOo much to stave off, though



factors

• With too much reality in them, mmos
became unsustainable as fantasies

• There was no single factor that 
introduced too much reality

– it was a gradual accumulation

• Existing Players’ expectations were 

lowered

– New players’ expectations were never high in 
the first place

• I’ll give some examples of how imagination 
was gradually chiPped away



Casual players

• If you want to start a new mmo, where 

do the players come from?

– Old mmos – but then you’re acquiring 

disloyal customers

– Utter mmo newbies

• How do you atTract MMO newbies?

– If they liked the concept of mmos, they’d be 

playing already, wouldn’t they?

• You aim for casual players

– Make your mmo’s gameplay more casual



advertising

• How do you make money from casuals?

– “The internet is free!”

• One way is to use advertisements

• Warning! Warning! Advertisements are 

reality! Mmos are virtual!

• Out-of-context Real adverts seen in 

virtual worlds prick the virtual bubble

• initially, people paid not to see the ads

– Strangely, advertisers didn’t like that…



Micro-payments

• Another “let’s pretend it’s free” business 

model is micro-payments

– Popular among indies

• Sell people virtual goods and services 

for real money

– 10% pay for the other 90% to play

• So … the richer I am in Real Life, the 

more sucCesSful I am in the game?

• Removes any sense of fair play

– Is it a game if you can buy success? 



children

• Micro-payments made it easy to get 

money from children

– Therefore, virtual worlds were created 

aimed at children

• Remember the first mmo you played? How 

it was a wonderful, glorious experience?

• Those of you who played your first mmo 

aged 8 maybe won’t recall that…

• When children first played, they saw 

the experience as mundane



edutainment

• Games = fun!

• Education = unfununfununfununfun

• Idea: education+games = fun education!

• Actuality: education+games = unfun unfun unfun unfun gamesgamesgamesgames

• games were used by earnest non-

gamers as teaching tools

• the sanctity of game spaces as 

retreats from reality disappeared

– playing was too much like homework



summary

• When I go to business or education

conferences, this the future that appears

– mmos as ways to sell people things or to 

paper over cracks in the schOol system

• mmos aren’t regarded as worthwhile in 

their own right

• Blandness and dilution of the paradigm 

could remove all they have to offer

– Some corporates think facebook is a 

virtual world!
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Dirty harry

• Here’s a publicity still from the movie 

dirty harry

– Actually, it’s from 

dirty harry 2, but                        

let’s not be picky…



Clint eastwood

• In dirty harry, clint eastwood plays 

inspector “dirty” haRry calLaghan

– tracking down a sociopathic sniper who’s 

holding a city to ransom

• He’s on the side of gOod, but

– He’s an insubordinate maverick

– He has no patience with bad guys

– He sees the legal system as out of touch

• But he wins in the end

• Why does he win?



because

• He wins because he                    

has a



bfg

• Back in 2008, Mmo designers had a bfg

• The 2008 us presidential election was the 

last one in which being critical of 

games was regarded 

as a vote-winNing

strategy

• The new president 

sOon found this 

out



demographics

• The median age of americans in 2007 

was 36.6

– Half of america was born 1970 or after

• These people

– played computer games

– Didn’t feel adDicted to them

– weren’t PSYCHOPATHIC KILLERSPSYCHOPATHIC KILLERSPSYCHOPATHIC KILLERSPSYCHOPATHIC KILLERS

– Resented politicians who implied they 

were psychopathic killers

• As for mmos’ being anti-social – ha!



victory

• The bfg that mmo developers wielded was 

the fact that they’d already won

– They already had the numbers on their side

• Older politicians were out of touch

– They were astonished to find that Anti-

mmo laws would cost them votes!

• Business and education wasted money 

trying to commodify imagination

– If you make the imaginary real, it ceases

to be imaginary



flowering

• The flowering of bijoux mmos that 

began 10 years or so ago brought in 

actual new players

– DiFferent People like difFerent things

• Not everyone likes elves/ray guns/zombies

• Casual doesn’t mean causal

• Mmo devkits and low-cost art/animation 

asSets opened virtual world creation up 

to aLl and sundry

• The real world became a better place



summary

• This is the future that opens up before 

me when I speak to designers and 

developers

– These people bring such pasSion to their 

work – how can they possibly fail?

• Imagination and freedom of spirit are 

tremendous drivers

• Mmos give people something they just 

can’t get elsewhere

– The ability to be themselves



Back in 2008

• So, which of these thrEe posSible

futures are we most likely to see?

• I guess I should think of catchy 

names for them first…

• Hmm, maybe some of those actors I 

mentioned might help?



aaAaaAaa!

• Yes, that works…



So we have

• The goOd

– Virtual worlds give humans a place to be 

human

• The bad

– Virtual worlds stifled by real world laws

• The ugly

– Virtual worlds become mundane

• Let’s have a show of hands: which is 

most likely to happen?



I thought so…

• What do I think will happen?

• Well, this is an mMo conference, so I 

already told you

• No, really, I Did already tell you!

• Clint eastwood – “the good”: What was the 

name of his character in that movie?



And the answer is…

• blondie!

• Real name debBie                

haRry

– Close enough to dirty 

harry to be spooky…



So yes

• So yes, I do think mmos will win

• Basically, all there is standing in the way 

is a bunch                            

of muPpets



conclusion

• The future may not look like this 10

years from now, but it wiLl look like 

this

• Mmos provide toO much that people 

want for them not to succeed

• If they do find themselves legislated

away or condemned to obscurity, it’ll 

only be a temporary setback

• They’re just too damned goOd not to win 

in the end


